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GREEK GEOMETRIC, PROTOATTIC, MYCENAEAN AND CYPRIOTE VASES 

ATTIC GEOMETRIC VASES

PLATE 1 

1-2; Fig. 1. Pyxis. Inv. B.9014. Acquired in Leningrad, 
1947. H. with lid 11.8 cm; h. of shaft 3.3 cm; max. d. of 
body 13.2 cm; d. of base 8.8 cm. Chipped, surface dam-
aged, lid restored from three parts. Clay: light orange-
brownish. Pale reddish slip. Brown paint. 

Almost globular body slightly widening towards the 
top; inset rim; flat lid with short profiled shaft; pairs of 
holes for suspension through rim and lid. 

Fig. 1 - B.9014 (sc. 1:2). 

On the body, four horizontal reserved strips framed 
by triple encircling lines; in bands from top to bottom, 
compressed horizontal zigzag, parallel vertical zigzags, 
compressed horizontal zigzag, a row of rays. Inset on 
the rim covered with paint. 

On border of the lid, encircling line of dots framed 
by triple and double encircling lines; the rest of the lid 
covered with paint. On the shaft, alternating encircling 
lines and dot lines. 

850-760 BC (MG) (Boriskovskaya). 
Type and fabric suggest Attic manufacture (cf. CVA 

Heidelberg 3, pl. 112, 4-5). 

Bibl.: BORISKOVSKAYA, 1986, no. 1.

PLATE 2 

1-2; Fig. 2. Pyxis. Inv. B.9015. Acquired in Leningrad, 
1947. H. with lid 15.5 cm; h. of shaft 6.5 cm; max. d. of 
body 17.2 cm; d. of base 12.8 cm. Surface worn; perfora-
tion in the centre of the floor. Clay: brownish orange. 
Pale orange slip. Brown paint. 

Flat body with inset rim; flat lid with knob on high 
profiled shaft; pairs of holes for suspension through rim 
and lid. 

On the body, three horizontal reserved strips framed 
by groups of lines (the upper three groups each of three 
lines, the lowest of two); in the upper strip between 
lines, a compressed horizontal zigzag; below, parallel 
vertical zigzags and a row of rays on the bottom. Inset 
on the rim reserved. 

On the lid, wide bands of solid colour in the middle; 
two outer groups of triple encircling lines with encircling 
line of dots between; inner group of two encircling lines. 
Shaft covered with paint; band around shaft; on the knob 
are double interlocking zigzags framed by encircling lines. 

800-760 BC (MG II) (Boriskovskaya). 

Fig. 2 - B.901 (sc. 1:2).
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Type and fabric suggest Attic manufacture. Similar to 
B.9014, but may be closer to the LG pyxides with 
lower, flattened bodies (BORISKOVSKAYA, 1986, p. 
111). Cf. Agora VIII; CVA Titbingen 2, pl. 18, 2-4; CVA 
Baltimore 1, pl. 10, 4; CVA Copenhague 2, p1. 71, 3 
(similar lid). 

Bibl.: BORISKOVSKAYA, 1986, no. 2. 

PLATE 3 

1-2. FIGURINE OF A HORSE FROM A PYXIS LID. Inv. 
G.1259. Acquired from M.I. Maximova, 1918. H. 11.4 
cm. Restored from two parts; lower parts of the legs 
damaged. Clay: pale brown. Dark brown paint. 

Mostly covered with paint. The bottom of the neck, 
back, spine and tail bordered with reserved bands; the 
bands filled with a line of dots framed by two simple 
lines. On the breast a wide reserved band containing a 
chain of dots connected by small thin arcs (so-called 
false spiral) framed by two simple lines. On the fore-
head, a short reserved strip with oblique cross. 

760-750 BC (LG Ta) (Boriskovskaya). 
The horse's body is rendered in a more lively manner 

than that of the LG period (COLDSTREAM, GGP, 48). 
Cf. E. LANGLOTZ, Griechische Vasen in Wurzburg, 
München, 1932, p1. 5, 54; CVA Cambridge 1, p1. 1, 19a. 

Bibi.: BOFJSKOVSKAYA, 1986, no. 3. 

PLATE 4 

1-3; Fig. 3. TANKARD. Inv. B.5549. Transferred from 
the former Museum of the Society for the Encourage-
ment of the Arts, 1930. H. 17.9 cm; max. d. of body 
12.3 cm; d. of rim 12.3 cm; d. of base 8.6 cm; h. of han-
dle 14.5 cm. Surface damaged, a part of the lip missing. 
Clay: Clean pale orange. Pale orange slip. Brown paint. 

Narrow slightly concave lip; low lentoid body; flat rib-
bon handle from rim to body, rising above the rim, con-
nected to the body by a cross-strut. 

On the rim, six groups of dots arranged in line. On 
the inside of the rim two narrow bands; on the outside 
three narrow bands. On the top of the lip a chain of 
ovoid dots connected by small thin arcs (so-called false 
spiral). In the middle of the lip a frieze of three 
metopes and four triglyphs framed by groups of encir-
cling bands (two above, three below). The triglyph 
consists of a pair of triple vertical lines framing a verti-
cal panel filled with short horizontal zigzags. In the cen-

Fig. 3 - P.5549 (sc. 1:2). 

tral metope a large hatched swastika turned anti-clock-
wise. In each side metope one water bird turned 
towards the centre of the frieze, the bird with a hatched 
wing; behind the bird one small swastika turned anti-
clockwise with a vertical line of dots; in front of the bird 
a vertical line of dots (in the left metope this is crowned 
with a rosette of dots). On the shoulder a line of dots 
and false spiral framed and separated by triple encir-
cling lines. The body below is covered with paint. On 
the handle, two oblique crosses of different size 
between three groups of multiple horizontal lines; the 
handle is outlined along the edges. 

750-735 BC (LG Tb). 
Type and fabric suggest Attic manufacture. Boriskov-

skaya dated the piece to the LG I (BORISKOVSKAYA, 
1986), but we suggest that it be placed in the later stage of 
the LG I, a time when tankards became taller, with more 
vertical handles, the junction of lip and body being less 
distinct than previously (COLDSTREAM, GGP, 47). Cf. 
COLDSTIREAM, GGP, lOj (the Dipylon Workshop); CVA 
Mainz 1, pl. 9, 5-6 (Vogelmetopen-Gruppe). 

Bibi.: X. GORBUNOVA, I. SAVERKINA, Greek and Roman Antiquities in 
the Hermitage, Leningrad 1975, no. 1; 0. Ya. NEVEROV, Kul'tura i iskusstvo 
antichnogo mira [Culture and Art of the Ancient World], Guidebook, Her-
mitage Museum, Leningrad, 1981, fig. 1; BORISKOVSKAYA, 1986, fig. 4.
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PLATE 5 

1-3; Fig. 4. TANKARD. Inv. B.5548. Transferred from 
the former Museum of the Society for the Encourage-
ment of the Arts, 1930. H. 17.4 cm; max. d. of body 9.5 
cm; d. of rim 10.8 cm; d. of base 7.5 cm; h. of handle 
15.1 cm. Top of the lip reconstructed from three pieces; 
surface worn. Clay: yellowish red with mica. Light yel-
lowish slip. Red to dark brown paint. 

Narrow slightly concave lip; very low lentoid body; 
flat ribbon handle rising above the rim and connected 
to the body by a cross-strut. 

On the rim, five groups of dots in line. Inside the rim 
three encircling lines. On the top of the lip a simple 
meander framed by pairs of encircling lines above and 
below. In the middle of the lip a metopal frieze, framed 
above and below by groups of three encircling bands; in 
the metopes are cross-hatched leaves, the triglyphs con-
sisting of two pairs of vertical lines framing a cross-
hatched vertical band. On the shoulder a line of dots and 
three encircling bands. On the body a frieze of cross-
hatched rays. The body below is covered with paint. On 
the handle, five octagonal crosses in metopes separated 
by triple lines; the handle is outlined along the edges. 

730-720 BC (LG II). 
The tankard belongs to the LG; type and fabric sug-

gest Attic manufacture. To judge from the proportional 
ratio between the extremely tall lip and the flattened 
body, this piece must be later than B.5549 (P1. 4); 
Boriskovskaya dated it to the last quarter of the 8th C. 

BC (BORISKOVSKAYA, 1986). On the form see COLD-

Fig. 4 - B.5548 (sc. 1:2).

STREAM, GGP, 60-61, pl. Uf (LG JIb). Cf. CVA 
Leipzig, Archologisches Institut der Karl-Marx-Univer-
sitcIt 1, p1. 17, 1-2; CVA Louvre 16, pl. 39, 1,3-4. 

Bibi.: BORISKOVSKAYA, 1986, fig. 6. 

BOEOTIAN GEOMETRIC VASES 

PLATE 6 

1-2; Fig. 5. OIN0cH0E. Inv. B.2999. Acquired from 
M.I. Maximova, 1918. H. 16.8 cm; max. d. of body 12.8 
cm; h. of neck 3.8 cm; d. of rim 10.5 cm; d. of base 7.8 
cm; h. of handle 9.8 cm. Surface damaged; the painting 
partly missing. Clay: light yellowish. Light yellowish 
slip. Paint: reddish with brown spots. 

Broad conical neck widening towards the rim; bi-con-
ical body with flat base; one thin ribbon handle from 
rim to shoulder, rising above the rim. 

On the rim a line of dots. Inside the lip three encircling 
bands. Outside the lip two bands. On the vertical part of 
the handle an oblique cross framed with lines; on the 
upper part of the handle are multiple horizontal lines. The 
reserved zone beneath the handle framed by triple vertical 
lines. On the neck a horizontal dotted wavy line with dot-
ted rosettes above and below each wave. On the shoulder 
a frieze containing a chain of small circles with a dot inside 
connected by small thin arcs (variation of the false spiral) 

Fig. 5 - B.2999 (sc. 1:2).
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framed by horizontal lines above and below. Around the 
middle of the body are multiple encircling lines. The lower 
part of the body covered with paint. 

3rd quarter of the 8t1 c. BC (Boriskovskaya) (LG). 
Type and fabric suggest Boeotian manufacture (on Boeot-

ian Geometric see COLDSTREAM, GGP; COLDSTREAM, 

GG; RUCKERT). Some patterns (dotted wavy lines, false 
spiral) are clearly Attic; thought to be the work of Attic 
painter connected to the workshop of the Hirschfeld 
Painter (BORISKOVSKAYA, 1986, 114). Cf. CVA Mainz 1, 
pl. 9, 8-9. On the shape see Agora VIII, pl. 5, Nt. 80. 

Bibi.: BORISKOVSKAYA, 1986, fig. 5 (with previous Russian bibliography). 

PLATE 7 

1; Fig. 6. CRATER. Inv. B.2379. Acquired from F Ghe-
ladakis, 1904 (said to have been found in Greece). H. 40.8 
cm; h. of pedestal 93 cm; max. d. of body 37.5 cm; d. of 
rim 18.7 cm; d. of base 22.5 cm; h. of handle 9 cm. The sur-

face damaged; many losses of slip; many small hollows 
where the mica has fallen out; top of the body recon-
structed from nine fragments and partly restored. Clay: 
brownish red with mica. Light yellowish slip outside. Paint: 
variable, from pale reddish to almost black with lilac hue. 

Low conical lip with rim slightly turned outwards. 
Ovoid body with narrow shoulder. Double horizontal 
handles on the widest part of the body. The pedestal 
forms about one fifth of the vase's entire height; it is 
slightly concave, widening towards the bottom, with 
four large vertical rectangular openings running from 
the top to the ring-shaped base. 

On the lip, three bands outside and one band inside. 
On the shoulder a horizontal row of triangles with 
apexes touching the frame above. On the body between 
the handles on both sides, one metope widening 
towards the bottom. These metopes are divided into 
four horizontal zones separated by triple horizontal 
lines: meander above, a row of oblique strokes below, 

Fig. 6 - B.2379 (sc. 1:3).
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two strips containing rows of water bird silhouettes at 
the bottom. The birds above are turned right, the birds 
below to left. On either side of the metopes is a pair of 
vertical panels (one consisting of meander and one of 
triangles with their apexes touching the inner frame); 
the panels are separated by triple vertical lines. The 
handles are hatched and outlined along the contour. 
The panels around the handles are filled with patterns 
of wavy lines and arcs; there are zigzags below the junc-
tion of the handles halves and swastikas in the upper 
corners of the panels. Running round the body below 
are ten encircling lines, a horizontal strip containing sin-
gle zigzag and two more encircling lines. The lower 
quarter of the body is covered with paint. On the 
pedestal, vertical panels with thick vertical zigzags are 
framed by double lines. On the base of the pedestal is 
one flat band with two narrow bands above. 

Early 7th c. BC (Subgeometric) (Boriskovskaya). 
Type and fabric suggest Boeotian manufacture (on 

BoeotianGeometric see COLDSTIREAM, GGP; COLD- 

STREAM, GG; RUCKERT). The decoration of the lower 
part of the body (with its alternation of horizontal encir-
cling lines with horizontal strips containing single 
zigzag) is typical of the local style (COLDSTREAM, GGP, 
209). Atticising featureless water birds in silhouette are 
very common of the Boeotian LG and Subgeometric 
(COLDSTREAM, GGP, 208). 

Bibi.: S.F. BORISKOVSKAYA, Beotiyskiy geometricheskiy krater [A Boeotian 
Geometric Crated, in SGE51, 1986,38-40 (with previous Russian bibliogra-
phy); The State Hermitage Museum. Masterpieces from the Museum's Collec-
tion, London, 1994, pl. 186.

PLATE 8 

1-2. Crater. Inv. B.2379. 

EAST GREEK GEOMETRIC VASES 

PLATE 9 

1-2; Fig. 7. KANTHAROS. Inv. B.3403. Transferred 
from the Museum of the former Baron Stieglitz School 
of Technical Drawing, 1924. H. with handles 15.5 cm; 
h. of body 12.2 cm; max. d. of body 16.5 cm; d. of rim 
14.9 cm; d. of base 7 cm. One handle and part of the lip 
are restored; the body cracked; the surface worn; paint 
partly missing. Clay: pure, light yellowish. Paint: yellow-
ish brown. 

Deep shallow body with short vertical lip; two ribbon 
handles run from the lip to the widest part of the body, 
rising above the lip; low ring foot. 

Between the rim and the shoulder is a horizontal line. 
On the shoulder between the handles on both sides is a 
row with five groups of pendant wavy tongues of differ-
ent length. Below, three horizontal encircling lines 
crossed by single and particularly long tongues from the 
pattern above. The handles are outlined along the 
edges, the outlines reaching the middle of the body and 
crossing the encircling lines. A vertical line runs down 
the middle axis of each handle. On the lower half of the 
body are two broad bands separated by a narrow 

Fig. 7 - B.3403 (sc. 1:2).
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reserved strip. The foot is reserved. The interior is cov-
ered with paint. 

2nd half of the gth c. BC (LG). 
Boriskovskaya had assigned the piece to Aegean 

ware of the 9th8th c. BC (Schliemann - Petersburg - 
Troy, 204). In our opinion the cup should rather be 
seen as East Aegean ware, dating to the local LG. The 
shape of the kantharos reveals a dependence on the 
shallow Attic MG type (COLDSTREAM, GG, 75-76), 
which was more closely imitated in Eastern Greece, 
particularly during the local MG and the earlier stages 
of the LG period (COLDSTREAM, GGP, 270, 272). 
The appearance of the pattern seems to have much in 
common with the typical Eastern Greek pattern of 
vertical sigmas which 'often degenerates into vertical 
wavy lines towards the close of Geometric' (COLD-
STREAM, GGP, 285). Cf. CVA Louvre 18, pl. 36, 1-2 
(Rhodian). 

Bibi.: NEVEROV, 203, fig. 9; Schijemaun - Petersburg - Troy, no. 22. 

PLATE 10 

1-3; Fig. 8. OINOCHOE. Inv. B.3396. Transferred 
from the Museum of the former Baron Stieglitz School 
of Technical Drawing, 1924. H. preserved 17.5 cm; 
max. d. of body 12.7 cm; d. of base 7.9 cm. The sur-
face severely damaged, with most of the paint missing. 

Fig. 8 - B.3396 (sc. 1:2).

Handle missing. Two of three foils of the rim are 
restored. Clay: light brown with mica. Thin pale slip. 
Paint: dark brown. 

The mouth and the part of shoulder are covered with 
solid paint. On the forepart of the neck, two blocks of 
obliquely hatched meander are framed by triple horizontal 
lines above and below. On the shoulder is a three-metopal 
frieze, the metopes divided by triple vertical lines. In the 
left metope is a horse turned right. In the central metope 
are two horizontal rows of patterns divided by a double 
line: above, zigzag, below, a chain of three crosshatched 
lozenges outlined along the lower contour. In the right 
metope a vertical fish-bone to right, zigzag in the bottom 
left corner; a damaged motif in the top left corner. Encir-
cling lines and bands alternate on the body. 

Rhodian (?), 2nd half of the 8th c. BC (LG). 
Boriskovskaya assigned the piece to Aegean ware of 

the first half of the 8th c. BC (St. Petersburg and Antiq-
uity, no. 75; Schliemann - Petersburg - Troy, 204-205). 
Indeed, the fabric and some patterns have much to do 
with Cycladic Geometric (cf. the MG 'Deckelgefass' in 
Munich - CVA München 6, pl. 263, 1-2), but the syntac-
tical features of the decoration are quite specific and 
clearly related to the Eastern Greek (supposedly Rho-
dian) LG manner of placing metopes on closed vases: 
'concentration of the weightiest decoration on the 
shoulder ... A three-metope scheme where the central 
panel is horizontally divided into several strips' (COLD-

STREAM, GGP, 284). 

Bibi.: NEVEROV, 203, fig. 8; St. Petersburg and Antiquity, no. 75; Schlie-
mann - Petersburg - Troy, no. 23. 

PLATE 11 

1-2; Fig. 9. GLOBULAR LEKYTHOS. Inv. B.2056. 
Acquired in St Petersburg from G. Koutsourakis, 1893 

Fig. 9 - B.2056 (sc. 1:2).
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(said to be from Cnidus or Calymnos or Asia Minor). H. 
10.1 cm; d. of rim 2.5 cm; max. d. of body 7.4 cm; d. of 
base 3 cm; h. of handle 3.8 cm. Chipped. Clay: pale 
brownish, with many shiny incrustations. Paint: dark 
brown, lustrous. 

Narrow tube-shaped neck with mid ridge; conical lip 
with rim turned outwards; almost globular body; one 
vertical handle, round in section, attached to the ridge 
at the neck and shoulder. 

Outside of the lip covered with paint; a band inside 
the lip. On the neck, five bands (one on the ridge); a 
wide strip of paint along the outer part of the handle. 
On the shoulder, the triangular zone beneath the han-
dle is covered with paint and framed by two triple 
vertical lines. On the fore-part of the shoulder are 
three horizontal rows of pattern separated and 
framed by double horizontal lines (above - zigzag; in 
the middle - perpendicular lines projecting alter-
nately from each side; below - six single horizontal 
zigzag lines). 

The bottom of the body is covered with paint. 
Coan (?), 850-750 BC (MG). 
This vase is made in imitation of the common Cy-

priote (cf. below P1. 29) or Phoenician (see P.M. BIKAI, 

The Phoenician Pottery of Cyprus, Nicosia, 1987) Black-
on Red juglet with narrow neck and globular body; it 
is rare for EG and MG pottery of Greece apart from 
the Coan imitations' (COLDSTREAM, GG, 68). This 
type was the chief contribution from the East' into the 
Dodecanesian Geometric repertoire (COLDSTREAM, 
GGP, 268). The patterns are Atticising and are 
arranged in three parallel zones on the shoulder of the 
lekythos in a manner very typical of the local MG 
(COLDSTREAM, GGP, 271). Cf. COLDSTREAM, GGP, 
pl. 59 b. 

Unpublished.

PROTOATTIC VASES

PLATE 12 

1-2; Fig. 10. Cup. Inv. B.9267. Gift of A.S. Nosova, 
1979. H. 4.6 cm; d. of rim 7.2 cm; d. of base 3.9 cm; h. 
of handle 3.5 cm; projection of handle 2.3 cm. Repaired 
from many parts; part of the wall opposite the handle 
missing. Clay: orange. Paint: brownish-black. 

Low convex body; short rim widening slightly toward 
the top. One loop-shaped handle, round in section, 
from the rim to mid-body. Plain base.

E M-2 17 - 11 

Fig. 10 - B.9267 (sc. 1:2). 

On the rim, a band framed by two simple horizontal 
lines. On the body, a horizontal wavy line framed above 
and below by dots (the so-called dotted serpent). The 
lower part of the body covered with paint. Inside the 
surface is covered with paint, except for a reserved dot 
in the centre. 

Late 8th to early 7th c. BC (Boriskovskaya) (LG It-EPA). 
On the so-called cup de Phalére see BRANN; Agora 

VIII. On the dotted serpent ornament see CVA Gate-
borg, pl. 17, 1-2. 

Bill.: BOmSKOVSKAYA, 19861, fig. 7. 

3-4; Fig. 11. Cup. Inv. B.5550. Transferred from the 
former Museum of the Society for the Encouragement 
of the Arts, 1930. H. 5.6 cm; d. of rim 7.2 cm; d. of base 
3.3 cm; projection of handle 2.3 cm. Top part with han-
dles is repaired from fragments and partly restored. 
Clay: orange with many small shiny incrustation. Pale 
orange slip. Paint: brown. 

Ovoid body widening toward the lip; upturned lip. 
Ring foot. Vertical loop ribbon handle running from rim 
to mid-body. A knob on the body opposite the handle. 

On the inner part of the lip a band; on the outer part 
a frieze of oblique strokes. 

On the body at handle level: 
A. Two water birds in silhouette opposite one 

another; vertical zigzag with added dots in places; one 
dot rosette above each bird 

B. Three floral motifs, each consisting of one tear-
shaped leaf to left, one lower tendril to right, and one top 
tendril with subsidiary strokes making a drooping flower. 

Fig. 11 - B.5550 (sc. 1:2).
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A knob opposite the handle is outlined and divided in 
by axes into four parts containing three dots each. On 
the body below, a band and a row of rays. 

650-640 BC (Boriskovskaya) (MPA). 
Cf. K. KUBLER, Die Nekropole des spcIten 8. bis 

frühen 6. Jahrhunderts. Kerameikos. Ergebnisse der 
Ausgrabungen, Bd. VI, Teil 2, Berlin, 1959, pl. 31, Nr. 
39-41; So-called cup de Phalére (see BRANN; Agora 
VIII. On the dotted serpent ornament see CVA Göte-
borg, pl. 17, 1-2). The birds are more lively and fleshy 
than LG ones (a common feature of MPA images; see 
Agora VIII, 21). The composition may derive from the 
depiction of birds on the Tree of Life (cf. J . BOARD-

MAN, Early Euboean Pottery and History, in BSA 52, 
1957, 1-29, fig. 2). 

Bibi.: BORISKOVSKAYA, 19861, fig. 8.

MYCENAEAN VASES

PLATE 13 

1-2; Fig. 12. STORAGE JAR. Inv. B.9286. Gift of 
George Ortiz, 1993. H. 42 cm; h. of neck 9.4 cm; d. of 
rim 16.2 cm; max. d. of body 37 cm; d. of base 12.8 cm; 
h. of handle 7.6 cm. Intact; minor chipping and flaking 
of glaze through-out. Clay: light brownish-buff. Light 
yellowish-buff slip. Paint: lustrous dark brown. 

Depressed ovoid body; concave splaying neck with 
sloping lip. Two horizontal handles on broadest part of 
body, the handles round in section, thickening as they 
meet the wall of the body. A knob at the centre of the 
shoulder just below the neck on both sides. Slightly 
convex outer edge of foot. 

Fig. 12 - B.9286 (sc. 1:3).
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Lip, outer and inner surface of neck, outer surface of 
handles and the knobs of clay on the shoulder are cov-
ered with paint. On the shoulder just below the neck 
are three encircling lines; below, on each side to either 
side of the knob a vertical group of parallel chevrons 
(FURUMARK, Motif 58:17) framed by triple vertical 
strips (in one case by double strips), an encircling line 
framed by two bands below. 

On the body, between the handles: 
A. Antithetic spiral pattern (spirals are of triple lines) 

(cf. FURUMARK, Motif 50:26) attached to the lower 
band on the shoulder. 

B. Similar pattern with an additional vertical group of 
parallel chevrons at the very top. 

On the lower body, three bands. Underside of the 
base reserved. 

1230-1125 BC (LM III C:1). 
Cf. CVA Toledo Museum of Art 2, pl. 64, 3-4. The form 

of the specimen is close to Furumark's Type 58 ('big type', 
of the late (III C) storage jar, variation 'with widening neck' 
- ASTROM, HAGG, WALBERG, pl. 38). The pattern is a 
later variation of the motif, 'the most common and charac-
teristic in the III B and III C:1 styles' (FURUMAIRK, 362). 

Unpublished.

PLATE 14 

1-4; Fig. 13. STIRRUP JAR. Inv. B.4218. From the col-
lection of the Counts Stroganoff, 1926. H. 16.1 cm;

max. d. of body 14.6 cm; h. of false neck 3.8 cm; d. of 
disc 3.8 cm; d. of base 6 cm; h. of handle 4.2 cm. Half 
of the neck with rim and part of the false rim are miss-
ing. The surface damaged in places. Clay: light reddish-
brown. Pale brownish slip. Paint: lustrous brown-black. 

Somewhat depressed globular body. Tall concave false 
neck with broad top disc with slightly pointed centre. 
Perpendicular ribbon handles running from the disc to 
the shoulder, rising above the disc. The spout somewhat 
straight. Low ring base. 

On the false rim, spiral. On the handles, remains of paint 
with reserved triangles widening towards the disc. The base 
of the spout is outlined with a band. On the upper part of 
the body are four broad arcs framed by lines along the con-
tours above and below. Below each arc is a vertical almond 
outlined with a single line and a line of dots. Two arcs by the 
sides of the neck are crowned with concentric arcs. Between 
the arcs is a vertical group of parallel chevrons (twice), a ver-
tical group of three triple chevrons with a pendant loop and 
a combination of this motive with parallel chevrons. On the 
lower body, a pair of encircling lines and a band framed 
with two encircling lines above and below. The base is cov-
ered with paint with an encircling line at the base. 

1230-1100 BC (LM III Q. 
Cf. CVA British Museum 1, pls. 2, 4; 3, 27. On the 

form see ASTROM, HAGG, WALBERG, form 46 - type 
176. On the chevrons see FURUMARK, Motif 58:17 (LM 
III B-C:1); for the concentric arcs cf. Furumark, Motif 
43 - late (III C) series. 

Unpublished. 

Fig. 13 - B.4218 (sc. 1:2).

PLATE 15 

1-2; Fig. 14. STIRRUP JAR. Inv. B,1861. Gift of Severin 
Tsybulsky, 1870 (said to be from Kition). H. 11.7 cm; 

Fig. 14 - B.1861 (sc. 1:2).
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max. d. of body 11.2 cm; 1. of spout 25 cm; d. of rim 
23 cm; h. of false neck 2.7 cm; d. of disc 2.9 cm; d. of 
base 5.1 cm; h. of handle 3.4 cm. The surface is dam-
aged in places. Clay: light brownish. Slightly lustrous 
pale slip. Paint: bright yellow-red, lustrous. 

Depressed globular body with upper part tapering 
towards false neck. The false neck widening towards the 
disc. The top disk is almost flat. Perpendicular ribbon 
handles running from the disc to the shoulder, slightly 
slopping from the disc. Convex spout with sloping lip. 
Low ring base. 

On the upper part of the shoulder, five groups of par-
allel chevrons. On the body, alternating encircling lines 
and bands. Base covered with paint. 

1375-1300 BC (LM III A:2). 
Cf. CVA British Museum 1, pis. 2, 4; 3, 27; SCE IV. 1C, 

pl. XXXV, 176.s. On the form see ASTROM, HAGG, 
WALBERG, form 46 - type 171. On the chevrons see 
FURUMARK, Motif 58:12 (LM III A:2). 

BibL: KARAGEORCHIS et al. 

3-4. SMALL PIRIFORIvI JUG WITH CUT-AWAY NECK. 
Inv. B.7 134. From the collection of the Russian Archae-
ological Institute in Constantinople, 1931. H.6.7 cm; 
max. d. of body 5.3 cm; d. of base 2.3 cm; h of handle 
3.6 cm. Surface worn. Clay: pale brownish. Paint: dark 
brown. 

Handmade. Piriform body with low stem. Just recog-
nizable neck with cut-away lip. Arched handle, round in 
section, from rim to shoulder. 

Rim and base covered with paint. On the shoulder, 
two friezes of small horizontal sigmas; two bands 
below. On the handle a vertical line of dots with pairs 
of horizontal strokes at the top and bottom of the 
handle. 

1425-1300 BC (LM III A). 
The form of the vessel has much in common with 

Furumark's type 134 (AsTROM, HAGG, WALBERG). 
Also our piece is very small and handmade. Cf. CVA 
Cyprus, pis. 29, 8; 28, 7. 

Bibi.: KARAGEORGHIS et at

1971. H. 53.2 cm; max. d. of body 37 cm; i. d. of rim 
20.6 cm; h. of neck 14.4 cm; d. of base 12.5 cm; h. of 
handle 10 cm. The rim partly restored. Surface worn, 
with paint partly missing. Clay: brownish-grey with dark 
grit, rough in texture. Creamy slip. Paint: black-brown 
with lilac tinge, solid (cited below as 'dark'); brown-red 
(cited below as 'red'). 

Broad out-turned ledge rim. Wide concave neck with 
ridge below the rim. Large ovoid body. High on the 
shoulder are two opposed loop handles, round in sec-
tion. Low ring base. 

On the rim, encircling dark zigzag bordered by encir-
cling dark lines; dark band on the inner surface. Lower 
part of the rim covered with red paint; a single broad 
dark band on the ridge and at the base of the neck. On 
the neck, between the bands, a frieze bordered above 
and below by groups of seven dark encircling lines. 
Neck frieze composed of six panels. The central panel 
on each side bordered by vertical red zigzags with 
groups of five vertical dark lines on both sides; in each 
central panel, dark chequered diamond with cross-
hatched and reserved chequers, framed by double dark 
lines and with pairs of dark triangles on both sides. In 
the four side panels a single small dark swastika turned 
anti-clockwise; the pairs of side panels are divided by 
similar vertical patterns consisting of four vertical red 
lines framed by single vertical dark zigzags and supplied 
at the top and bottom with pairs of dark leaves, dark 
oblique strokes and red triangles. 

On the shoulder and body below hands, triple encir-
cling bands. On the lower body a double encircling line. 
The handles are dark painted and the lines of the arcs 
continue down the body. Running between the handles 
on each side is a horizontal wavy line. 

850-760 BC, Bichrome III ware (Boriskovskaya). 
Cf. L. PALMA DI CESNOLA, A Descriptive Atlas of the 

Cesnola Collection of Cypriote Antiquities in the Metro-
politan Museum of Art, vol. II, Boston-New York, 1885, 
pl. CXI, 88; CCA 6, no. 10 (White Painted III ware); 
CCA 8, No 2; CCA 18, no. 121; CVA British Museum 2, 
pl. 4, 18. On the form see SCE IV: 2, fig. XXIII, 17. On 
Bichrome ware see SCE IV:2, 60-68. 

Bibi.: Gifts to the Hermitage Museum, no. 791. 

CYPRIOTE VASES
PLATE 17 

PLATE 16 

1-2; Fig. 15. AMPHORA. Inv. B.9238. Gift of Arch-
bishop Makarios, President of the Republic of Cyprus,

1-2; Fig. 16. AMPHORA. Inv. B.7130. From the collec-
tion of the Russian Archaeological Institute in Constan-
tinople, 1931. H. 27.5 cm; max. d. of body 28.5 cm; mt.



Fig. 15 - B.9238 (sc. 1:4). 

Fig. 16- B.7130 (sc. 1:3).
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d. of rim 14.1 cm; h. of neck 4.8 cm; mt. d. of neck at 
base 12.3 cm; d. of base 12 cm; h. of handle 7.1 cm. Sur-
face damaged; occasional tiny blow-outs; thin film of 
lime. Clay: light reddish-brown, rough in texture, black 
and white inclusions. White smooth slip. Paint: brown, 
somewhat lustrous (cited below as 'dark'); purple-
brown matt (cited below as 'red'). 

Broad out-turned, flattened rim. Short wide cylindri-
cal neck tapering very slightly to the shoulder. Slightly 
depressed ovoid body. Two opposed thin vertical 
ribbon handles running from rim to shoulder. Low 
ridge at the base. 

On the rim, two concentric red strips framed by a 
dark one. Inside, below the rim, a dark wavy line. On 
each handle, a vertical dark line along the middle axis. 
On the neck, a red band below the rim and a dark band 
at the base. On the shoulder, the between handles on 
each side, three groups of dark concentric circles. On 
the body below the handles an encircling red wavy line, 
with encircling dark band, six dark encircling lines, two 
broad bands (one red and one dark) and two encircling 
red bands. On the body below, two encircling bands 
(one red and one dark). 

600-480 BC, Bichrome V ware (Boriskovskaya). 
Cf. CCA 6, 27; CCA 18, 202. Broad-necked amphorae 

like this one are sometimes identifying as an 'amphoroid 
crater' or 'crater' (cf. CCA 6, 11-2). On the form see 
SCE IV:2, fig. XLVII, 3. On Bichrome ware see SCE 
IV-.2, 60-68. 

BibL: Kollektsiya K/IlK, no. 1.

PLATE 18 

1-2; Fig. 17. AMPHORA. Inv. B.9237. Gift of the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of Cyprus, 1970. H. 42 cm; 
max. d. of body 30 cm; ext. d. of rim 17 cm; int. d. of 
rim 13.8 cm; h. of neck 75 cm; int. d. of neck at base 
13.3 cm; d. of base 23 cm. Perforation on the lower 
body. The surface damaged. Clay: brown, rough in tex-
ture. Brownish slip. Paint: dark brown with lilac tinge, 
solid (cited below as 'dark'); matt brown-red (cited 
below as 'red'). 

Broad slope rim, wide concave neck, large ovoid body. 
On the shoulder are two opposed loop-handles, round 
in section. Low ring base. 

Rim covered with red paint. On the neck is a broad 
red band below the rim, with an equal dark band at 
the base of the neck and seven dark encircling lines in 
between. On the upper shoulder is a red band framed

Fig. 17 - B.9237 (sc. 1:4). 

by pairs of dark encircling lines. The handles are 
dark-painted with the lines of the arcs continuing 
down the body. One set of concentric circles below 
each handle. On each side of the shoulder between 
the handles is a row of four sets of concentric circles 
in dark paint above and a row of five equal sets below. 
The two rows separated by a double horizontal red 
stripe. On the body is a red band framed by pairs of 
dark encircling lines; two broad dark bands with three 
dark encircling lines in between. On the lower body, 
two dark bands. 

750-600 BC, Bichrome IV ware (Boriskovskaya). 
Cf. CCA 6, no. 18. On the form see SCE IV:2, fig. 

XXIX, 12 (White Painted IV ware). On Bichrome ware 
see SCE IV:2, 60-68. Judging by the coating inside the 
perforation on the lower body the perforation was made 
in Antiquity. Some discoloration of the lower body is 
apparently the result of the vase touching another dur-
ing firing. 

BibL: Gifts to the Hermitage Museum, no. 792.
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Fig. 18 - B.1862 (sc. 1:2). Fig. 19 - B.4605 (sc. 1:2). 

PLATE 19 

1-2; Fig. 18. LENTOID FLASK. Inv. B.1862. Gift of Sev-
erin Tsybulsky, 1870 (said to be from Kition or Golgoi). 
H. 93 cm; width of body 5.9 cm; depth of body with 
knobs 4.2 cm; h. of neck 33cm; h. of handle 2.8 cm. Sur-
face worn, with paint partly missing. Clay: yellowish grey, 
with dark grit. Thin creamy slip. Paint: dark brown. 

Conical neck widening toward the lip. Two arched 
ribbon handles from mid-neck to the top part of the 
body. Lentoid body with central knob on each side. 

On the neck, wide band on the rim. Three encircling 
lines above the handles, with wavy lines between the 
handles and one encircling line at the base of the neck. 
On each side of the body a triple concentric line runs 
around the edge. A spiral-concentric set of lines is cen-
tred on the knob, the spiral bordered with a band. The 
handles are outlined along the contours and hatched. 

850-750 BC, White Painted III ware. 
Cf. CCA 13, pl. XXX, 3; A. CAUBET, A. HEpiviARY, V. 

KARAGEORGHIS, Art Antique de Chypre au Musée clii 
Louvre du chalcolithique ci l'époque romaine, Athènes, 
1992, 81 (three-bodied flask). On the form see SCE IV:2, 
fig. XIII, 13. On White Painted ware see SCE IV:2, 48-59. 

Unpublished. 

3-4; Fig. 19. LENTOID FLASK. Inv. B.4605. From Lev-
itsky collection. H. preserved 11 cm; width of body 8.4 
cm; depth of body with knobs 7.4 cm; h. of neck pre-
served 3 cm; h. of handle 4 cm. Part of the lip missing. 
Surface worn, with paint partly missing. Clay: yellowish 
grey, with dark grit. Thin creamy slip. Paint: dark 
brown.

On the shape see 17,1-2. Three encircling lines above 
the handles and one encircling line at the base of the 
neck. On each side of the body a triple concentric line 
runs around the edge. A triple concentric line around 
the central knob. The handles are outlined along the 
contours and hatched. 

850-750 BC, White Painted III ware. 
Cf. CCA 13, p1. XXX, 3; A. CAuBET, A. HERiMARY, V 

KARAGEORGHIS, Art Antique c/c Chypre au Musée du 
Louvre clii chalcolithique ci l'epoque romaine, Athènes, 
1992, 81 (three-bodied flask). On the form see SCE IV:2, 
fig. XIII, 13. On White Painted ware see SCE IV:2, 48-59. 

Unpublished.

PLATE 20 

1-2; Fig. 20. OIN0cH0E. Inv. B.2921. Acquired in St 
Petersburg, 1908. H. 17.2 cm; rim 4.5 x 5 cm; max. d. 
of body 14 cm; d. of base 5.5 cm; h. of neck 3.7 cm; h. 
of handle 8 cm. Surface strongly damaged. Clay: buff 
with black grit. Self-slip. Paint: brown, somewhat lus-
trous (cited below as 'dark'); dark purple-red (cited 
below as 'red'). 

Narrow trefoil rim and concave neck. Almost globular 
body. Double handle, each piece circular in section, 
from rim to shoulder. Slightly raised flat base. All parts 
with many irregularities. 

On the neck are two pairs of dark painted stripes. On 
the body below the shoulder, two dark encircling lines 
and one dark band; one red band and one dark encir-
cling line below. On the lower part of the body, one 
dark encircling line. Below the handle, a dark line
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Fig. 20 - B.2921 (sc. 1:2). 

around the base of the handle continues Vertically onto 
the body as a so-called hook, crossing all the horizontal 
lines. On the body opposite the handle is a bunch of 
three long narrow pointed leaves drooping from the 
band at the base of the neck. 

850-750 BC, Bichrome III ware. 
On Bichrome ware see SCE IV:2, 60-68. 

Unpublished.

PLATE 21 

1-2. OINOCHOE. Inv. B.3147. From the Imperial 
Archaeological Commission (acquired in Nikolaev, 
Ukraine). H. 33.2 cm; h. of neck 6.7 cm; max. d. of 
body 26.4 cm; d. of base 9 cm; h. of handle 9.8 cm. Rim 
and part of the neck restored. The surface damaged. 
Clay: reddish. Creamy smooth slip. Paint: dark brown, 
solid (cited below as 'dark'); bright scarlet, transparent 
in places (cited below as 'red'). 

Short cylindrical neck with slightly convex trefoil rim. 
Arched double handle, round in section, from rim to 
shoulder. Almost globular body with ring base. 

Below the rim an encircling red band framed by a pair 
of dark lines. At the bottom of the neck, one encircling 
line and one narrow encircling band of dark paint. The 
handle covered with dark paint. 

On either side of the body is a large round ornamental 
complex with an inner circle and outer circular zone. The

two zones are separated by a narrow circular frieze filled 
with radiating sigmas and framed with a pair of narrow 
bands. The inner circle is filled with radiating lancet petals 
forming part of a stylized rosette. At the centre of the 
rosette an encircled dark line with narrow band surround. 
The inner halves of the petals are joined by groups of 
arched lines. The outer halves of the petals alternate with 
lotus flowers (the flowers are open, all three petals double 
outlined). In the outer circular zone are alternating lotus 
buds and narrow flowers (the buds tear-shaped, the flow-
ers narrow with three petals, only the central petals dou-
ble outlined). All the motifs are painted in red and out-
lined in dark (except for the encircling line and arcs in the 
inner rosette and the sigmas, which are dark painted). 

On the shoulder opposite the handle, within a rectangu-
lar frame, is a draped female figure. Her head, arms and 
feet are rendered in side view; the shoulder and top part 
of the body are frontal; the feet are rendered as if she is 
stepping to the right. The left arm is bent forward, the 
right one stretched down. With both hands the woman 
holds two long-stemmed lotuses growing on either side of 
her figure; the right flower is near her face. The plain 
long-sleeved tunic reaches to just above the ankles, the 
skirt decorated with an ornamental border. Adornments: 
rings around the ankles, a beaded necklace around the 
neck, a chain on the shoulder. A mass of hair falls down 
her back. The hair is in silhouette, the lotuses and the rest 
of the female figure are outlined (the face is reserved, 
other parts filled with red paint). Below the frame, a rec-
tangular panel with horizontal patterns (outlined braid 
pattern in dark paint with red dots inside; above and 
below, narrow red band outlined and framed with pairs of 
lines in dark paint; below, a chain of semicircle pendants, 
filled with red and reserved in alternation). 

On the shoulder below the handle, within a rectangular 
frame, a nude archer shooting upwards. His head, arms 
and legs are rendered in side view; the shoulders and 
body are frontal; the feet are rendered as if he is stepping 
to the right. The head is thrown back, the left arm is bent 
to hold the bow above the head, while the right stretches 
upwards to hold the string. One arrow is in use there are 
two more being held for immediate use. The quiver is ren-
dered as a vertical hatched rectangle at his left side below 
the elbow. Short hair and short pointed beard. The face is 
outlined, other parts of the figure are rendered in silhou-
ette in dark paint. Behind the archer is a bird with neck 
stretched vertically upwards and triangular tail reaching 
vertically downwards. The bird has no legs, a dot eye and 
a comma-shaped beak. The drooping wings and neck are 
horizontally hatched. The lancet body and the two of 
three feathers in the tail are filled with red. Two open
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lotus flowers above and below the bird; a long stemmed 
lotus grows in front of the archer (with a narrow flower 
below his right elbow); the plants are outlined and partly 
filled with red. Below the frame is a narrow red band out-
lined and framed with pairs of lines in dark paint; below, a 
chain of semicircle pendants, filled with red and reserved 
in alternation. 

750-600 BC, Bichrome IV ware (Boriskovskaya, Kara-
georghis). 

This is 'one of the best specimens' of the Cypriote 
Bichrome IV pictorial style (KARAGEORGHIS et al). 
The vase was probably made in South Eastern Cyprus, 
which was inhabited by Phoenicians and where the 
influence of their art was most strongly expressed. Both 
figures are reminiscent of Egyptiasing Phoenician 
images. The standard position of the female figure hold-
ing sacred lotus flowers may suggest this is a personifi-
cation of the Cypriote Great Goddess. The myth linking 
this goddess with a hunter may be recorded in the 
Greek legend of Aphrodite and Adonis (cf. Apollod. 
III, 14.4), closely associated with Cyprus. 

Cf. CCA 13, XXXI,10; A. XPITOT, Neat. apaio2ro-
yiicai /iap'rvpiai etc tç veicpoico2tewc wv Io2rojv, in 
RDAC, 174-85, pl. XIII, 7 (Bichrome Red IV ware). On 
the form see SCE IV:2, fig. XXXVII, 20. On Bichrome 
ware see SCE IV:2, 60-68. On the Pictorial Styles of the 
Cypro-Archaic period see KARAGEORGHIS, DES GAG-

NIERS, and KARAGEORGHIS, MERTENS, ROSE, 93-101, 
with further references. 

Bibl.: KAFAGEORGHIS, DES GAGNIERS, V1113; S.P. BORISKOVSKAYA, K 
voprosu ob arkhaicheskoy vazopisi Kzpra [On Cypro-Archaic Vase Painting], 
in Kul'tora Vosto/oa. Drevnost' i rannee Srectnevekov'e. Sborni/e statey k 70-
letiyu so a'oya roz/sa'eniya B.B. Piotrovskogo [Culture of the Orient. Antiquity 
and Early Medieval Period. Festschrift for Boris Piotrovsky on his 70th Birth-
day], Leningrad, 74-77, 1978 (with previous Russian bibliography); BUKINA, 
232-235; KA1tAGE0RGI-Ils et al., H12. 

PLATE 22 

1-2. OINOcH0E. Inv. B.3147. 

PLATE 23 

1-3; Fig. 21. OINOCHOE. Inv. B.7116. From the collec-
tion of the Russian Archaeological Institute in Constan-
tinople, 1931. H. 24.5 cm; h. of neck 4.8 cm; rim 8.7 x 5.1 
cm; max. d. of body 19 cm; ci. of base 9 cm; h. of handle 
10.3 cm. Rim partly restored. The surface severely dam-
aged. Clay: brown, rough in texture. Brownish smooth 
thick slip. Paint: matt brown with lilac tinge.

Fig. 21 - B.7116 (sc. 1:3). 

Short cylindrical neck. Low trefoil convex rim with 
elongated fore-foil. Arched double handle, round in 
section, from rim to the shoulder. Almost globular body 
without base. 

Rim and outer surface of the handle covered with 
paint. On the neck, four encircling lines. On each side 
of the body are multiple vertical concentric lines 
crossed on the shoulder by multiple horizontal encir-
cling lines. On the body opposite the handle is a hori-
zontal row of two sets of concentric circles above and a 
vertical row of four sets of concentric circles below. 
Below the handle is a similar pattern but with three sets 
of concentric circles in the vertical row. 

600-480 BC, White Painted V ware (Boriskovskaya). 
Cf. CVA Michigan 1, p1. VIII, 7; CVA British Museum 

2, p1. 1, 21;J.L. MYFEs, Handbook of the Cesnola Col-
lection of Antiquities from Cyprus, The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, 1914, 108, no. 881. On the 
form see SCE IV:2, fig. XLVI, 17. On White Painted 
ware see SCE IV:2, 48-59. 

BibI.: Kollektsiya RAIK, no. 7.

PLATE 24 

1-2. OINOCHOE. Inv. B.2922. Acquired in St Peters-
burg, 1908. H. 13.4 cm; h. of neck 3.8 cm; rim 3.8 x 3.6 
cm; max. d. of body 13 cm; d. of base 5 cm; h. of handle 
6.5 cm. Surface worn. Paint partly missing. Clay: light 
brownish-grey with dark grit. Paint: matt brown.
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Narrow trefoil rim, neck widening towards the base. 
Almost piriform body. Arched thick ribbon handle run-
ning from rim to shoulder. Slightly raised flat base. 

On the rim a single band. On the neck a wavy line 
below the rim, with a band at the base of the neck. On 
the shoulder, five encircling lines framed by bands 
above and below. On the handle, a vertical line along 
the axis continued onto the body as a scroll to right, 
crossing all the horizontal lines on the shoulder. One 
band on the lower part of the body. 

750-600 BC, White Painted IV ware. 
Cf. CCA 10, 27. On the form see SCE IV:2, fig. XXIX, 

2; fig. XXXIV, 8-9 (Bichrome TV ware). On White 
Painted ware see SCE IV-.2, 48-59. 

Unpublished.

PLATE 25 

1-2. OINocHoE. Inv. B.7113. From the collection of the 
Russian Archaeological Institute in Constantinople, 1931. 
H. 17.1 cm; h. of neck 4.6 cm; rim 4.3 x 3.1 cm; max. d. of 
body 13.5 cm; d. of base 6 cm; h. of handle 7.8 cm. Surface 
worn. Slip and paint partly missing. Clay: brownish-grey 
with dark grit. Creamy slip. Paint: matt brown (cited 
below as 'dark'); dark brownish-red (cited below as 'red'). 

Conical trefoil lip widening toward the rim. Conical 
neck widening toward the base. Globular body. Flat 
base. Arched double handle running from neck to 
shoulder, each part of the handle round in section. 

Rim outlined with dark paint. Two dark stripes below 
the rim,  a red wavy line below and one dark stripe at the 
base of the neck. On the handle, a dark stripe along the 
vertical axis and two groups of horizontal dark strokes at 
the top part and near the lower handle. On each side of 
the body are dark and red vertical concentric lines and 
bands in four groups, with their centre in the mid-body. 
The outer concentric band on each side is red and framed 
by dark lines. On the shoulder below the handle is an 
encircling horizontal red band framed with pairs of dark 
lines above and below. On the shoulder, opposite the han-
dle and above the horizontal lines, is a red 'branch' con-
sisting of two parallel vertical lines with short oblique 
strokes going upwards to the sides from the central lines. 

750-480 BC, Bichrome TV-V ware. 
Cf. SCE II, p1.110, 8; RDAC 1978, XI, 1; CVA British 

Museum 2, p1. II, 31; CCA 10, 31 (White Painted V); 
CCA 13, pl. XXXIV 11 (Bichrome IV ware), pl. XXX\7 1 
(Bichrome V ware). On Bichrome ware see SCE IV-2, 
60-68.

PLATE 26 

1-2; Fig. 22. OINocHoE. Inv. B.7119. From the col-
lection of the Russian Archaeological Institute in Con-
stantinople, 1931. H. 18.2 cm; rim 7 x 6 cm; max. d. of 
body 15 cm; d. of base 6 cm; h. of neck 3.2 cm; h. of 
handle 8.8 cm. Surface worn. Lime coating. Paint partly 
missing. Clay: light brownish-grey with dark grit. Self-
slip. Paint: matt brown. 

Concave neck with flaring trefoil rim. Globular body 
with low ring base. Ribbon handle running from rim to 
shoulder. 

Fig. 22 - B.7119 (sc. 1:2). 

The rim outlined. On the neck a single wavy line runs 
below the rim, a and band at the base of the neck. On 
the mid body are seven encircling lines framed by single 
bands above and below. On the lower body a single 
band. On the handle a vertical strip along the axis, con-
tinuing onto the body to the right as a so-called hook 
crossing all the horizontal lines. 

850-600 BC, White Painted ITT-TV ware. 
Cf. CCA 6, no. 12. On the form see SCE IV:2, 

fig. XXXIX, 3 (Black-on-Red It (IV) ware). On White 
Painted ware see SCE IV:2, 48-59. 

Bibl.: Kollektsiya Rz4IK, no. 6.	 Unpublished.
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